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The Lovely Maiden Jumps into the Waters 
 

y friend Linda and I come from a town named after a suicide. It is 
also a place of “a most sublime and beautiful prospect…so variegated 

and romantic that a man may scarcely expect to enjoy such a scene but twice 
or thrice in the course of his life.” So wrote Lt. Zebulon Pike in 1805, as he 
assessed the area for the U.S. Government and named it: Island #72. 
Winona, Minnesota, is a land of extremes, and this may have skewed what 
we think we saw.  

 M

Linda lived backed up against the mountains, with lake water lapping 
her feet. Shade fell from the majestic peaks over her house every afternoon 
in much the same way as her long brown hair fell over one eye. Behind the 
house, her mother transformed the sloping back yard into a magical garden 
of rocks, flowers, and trees in perpetual blossom. 

To reach school, Linda started out along a tree-walled road running 
across the lower slopes. Suddenly the road opened on her right hand. She 
turned and looked across the lake, which had been a slough of the 
Mississippi River when Pike came through. From her raised vantage point, 
she saw the town contained down on the island prairie, with the main 
channel of the Mississippi on its far side, then more sloughs and islands, 
and then the mountains of Wisconsin in the distance. Every day Linda 
crossed the lake on the very causeway that, by nineteenth-century Ingenuity 
of Man, gave the white settlers a road for their wagons and gave the slough a 
wasp waist. And by accident turned it into a lake.  

 Living outside the boundary of the island prairie, Linda saw more. She 
was vulnerable to the water and the branches and the heaped up landforms 
and recorded them with pencils, brushes, malleable substances, cameras. 

Robin lived down in the middle of the town. (I won’t share my personal 
pronoun with this cobbled-together observer-participant of my past.) 
Winona covered over the level piece of ground between the lake-nee-slough 
and the brown river that had occasioned settlement there. Cement-curbed 
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squares domesticated the prairie, and houses faced out all four ways from 
each square. Streets connected the squares and elm giants canopied the 
world. Robin’s house at 302 West Wabasha was four cathedral blocks from 
school. As she walked, light filtered through the high arches of the elms as 
through green stained glass. She climbed a large maple daily, but the elms 
were inaccessible. The first branches emerged at roof height and even then 
grew steeply upward as if to ward off human grip and, finally, touched 
fingers with their neighbors. She looked up, walked with her mouth open, 
and tripped often. In winter, gothic tracery vaulted above her. Trees so high 
in the sky were of eternal origin, she knew, and of eternal continuance. 

After school, she lay on grass or snow with her head between two great 
roots of an elm, her child body another spoke from the central trunk, and 
contemplated distances: branches, clouds, air beyond clouds, airless space. 
She believed in God and loved being a good little white-gloved Episcopalian 
on Sundays, intoning the liturgy with a serene expression. Robin and Linda 
were born into a Hitler-free world. If their forebears had borne a load of silt 
through their lives and passed it on from generation to generation, it had at 
last settled out. They had a fine education. They read “A Good Man is 
Hard to Find” and learned the literary term grotesque. It wasn’t about them. 

This is what it was to be Linda or Robin or any girl in Winona in the 
mid-twentieth century:  Your mother would take you with her on her 
errands, which invariably led through a park in whose center turtles spat 
arcs of water at the feet of a verdigris statue, larger than life. You would 
stand still and be very quiet, for you were in the presence of Wenonah, the 
lovely Dakota maiden. She rose from the fountain, slim in the blue-green-
but-somehow-buckskin dress, her hand to her brow, her gaze distant. 
Maybe you shaded your own eyes with your hand. Your heart trembled 
with girl thoughts as long as your mother could afford to postpone her 
errands, which was not long. You wanted to be…maybe you were the 
heartsick Wenonah, she who had thrown herself off the cliff for the sake of 
Love! You saw her buckskin fringes rippling, heard her strings of beads 
clacking, as she drifted down and down toward the flowing river. 
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Once Robin went on a school trip out of the river valley, traveling northwest 
all night to North Dakota. Dawn revealed the black strip of road flying 
under the bus, an endless ditch of water running along each side of the 
road, and a beige surface extending as far as the eye could see in all 
directions. There was simply nothing there. Not a tree, not a hill. Absolutely 
nothing.  

Suddenly there was a city: Fargo, exactly as beautiful as its name. Teenagers 
leaped free of the bus. Lagging behind the teacher, a group of girls strolled 
past store windows. “Gross!” someone shrieked. The shirt on an armless 
half-mannequin had drooped to reveal the plastic cone of a breast. 
Hysterical giggles erupted in the street. What did such a sight represent to a 
tribe of Winona girls? It was what store windows looked like in towns that 
had to form themselves unlooked for out of a wasteland. Going out of the 
river valley, to Fargo—it was exotic! Anything could happen now. 

Things had happened already that disturbed the paradisiacal outlook of 
Robin and Linda. Even in a cramped space, a person can have her horizon 
forced open. In fact, an entryway just inside the back door of the house on 
Wabasha Street encloses a trio of such events, deeply encoded. 

Robin stood in the opening between the kitchen and this dark back hall. 
Thin brown carpeting covered the floor and the stairway that rose to the 
right, leading to an apartment that was rented by a young couple with a 
baby. All at once loud thumping sounds boomed and a woman screamed 
from above. She looked back at her mother, who stood at the stove, her 
floury apron at Robin’s eye level. The mother’s face went stark as she 
dropped the implement in her hand onto the stove and pushed past to help 
the woman, who came running down the stairs to collect her baby, now 
bawling, from the bottom step.   

Well, maybe not the implement in the hand. And I don’t really 
remember my mother helping to rescue the baby, but of course she would 
have. For sure, big loving mothers sighed relief into the air above Robin’s 
head, relief that comforted her too. No, it is possible, since my mother 
related the incident a number of times in my hearing, that I have 
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reconstructed the relief also. But the thumping of the baby on the stairs—
that I remember. 

And the reason Robin retained a memory of it long enough for me also 
to catch hold of it is this: something ugly lifted its head and eyed the 
mothers and they were helpless in its presence. Something a lot worse than 
bad luck, though it did not overtake them that day. 

A few years later, Robin passed through the same dark hall on her way 
out to play. She opened the solid door and was washed with the bright day. 
Standing on the top step, she drank in the expectation of a summer 
morning in which nothing had yet happened. Her thoughts were not in the 
least darkened by the notion of her personal defining flaws. A six-pack of 
empty pop bottles stood nearby, and she imagined the way glass would 
sparkle in the sun after exploding on the sidewalk below.  

She thought, “My mother has never said, ‘Don’t throw pop bottles at 
the sidewalk.’”   

She chose a brilliant green 7-Up bottle. The tinkling sound was 
exquisite, and the shards glinted gorgeously in the early sun and continued 
to offer visual pleasure until the yelling began.  

It is perfectly possible that it was a root beer bottle and not even green. 
The green echoes the leaves of the rose bush that grew at the bottom of the 
steps. But I believe the cause of the deep encoding of the memory was the 
recurrence of the word “selfish” in the subsequent scolding. Did you not 
think that someone would have to sweep? That the neighbor children 
would cut their feet? That the returned bottle would have brought five 
cents?   

Robin was face to face with an abrasive truth: she had not thought of 
those things because they had nothing to do with her happiness. 

Now I think of the young Saint Augustine and his friends climbing a 
neighbor’s pear tree and shaking all the fruit to the ground. The pears 
weren’t ripe, so the pleasure was not one of taste. The neighbor was kind; it 
was not a pleasure of revenge, either, but only of sight and sound. 

Well, that’s not true, is it? The pleasure, and Augustine is clear about 
this, was one of naughtiness. I know that sweetness right well, and it had 
much to do with my happiness. 
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The third back-hall memory is, unfortunately, stereotypical:  Robin’s 

first kiss. When the boy was gone, she sank to the dirty brown carpet to 
encode the moment as delicious romance. The memory survives, but has 
grown an inoperable tumor. Robin was sent away to summer camp, and the 
boy was remiss in writing. Finally a note arrived in rather a scrawl, where a 
lover’s careful penmanship was expected. A vague reference was made to 
“things not being too good” around town.  

In her absence, the girl-jury had convened and declared the boy to be 
unworthy, christened him, in fact, Sewer Rat. Similar judgments, and names, 
had been handed down to others, and they always stuck. A lone girl could as 
easily flail against such a current as swim upstream in the main channel. “I 
don’t want a boyfriend now,” she said when he came over. And it was true 
until a suitable candidate applied for the position. A child, even a teenaged 
child, can ride past wreckage in the river without a backward glance, without 
reflection or regret. Such easy passage may appear as innocence, but it is no 
such thing.  

A few reality checks on our recollections are in order. First on the 
landscape: Did I really write “majestic”?  There are no mountains in 
southeastern Minnesota; what rose behind Linda’s house were limestone 
bluffs not 600 feet high. Soft green humps, turning to red and gold, then 
stripped to black webbing over snow, constantly rotating through colors and 
textures, year after year. Unlike Lt. Pike, we were used to the prospect, as 
were the Dakota of his time, most likely. Two girls could set off of an 
afternoon without a word to their mothers and climb one of our bluffs, so 
perhaps they served us better than mountains. Anyway, we fully claim our 
hills and water as sufficient unto death. The bluffs do not hang over the 
river, but if you threw yourself off one, you would entangle yourself in the 
branches of trees far below and fare poorly. If you threw yourself into the 
river from the interstate bridge, you would not have leisure to drown, being 
killed by the impact. In winter, of course, you could just stay outside and let 
death catch up with you. 
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The water that Linda remembers lapping at her toes was, in truth, 
separated from her front yard by Highway 61. Which was her father’s 
chosen prospect, from his lawn chair.  

“Sit by me!” he ordered. “Where the heck can all these speeding cars 
be going?”   

To avoid his front-yard dominion, Linda camouflaged herself high in 
the long-haired willow tree. To prevent his cutting it down, she swept up its 
seasonal sheddings vigilantly. The fragrances of her mother’s garden 
tempted her towards the slope behind the house. But it was the province of 
rattlesnakes by day and coyotes by night, and the source of her mother’s 
fearlessness was shrouded from Linda. 

I should mention, too, that the elms are gone, eaten up. If only Linda 
had captured the green-stained-glass effect with her Brownie Hawkeye 
camera. The nation is tired of the story of the Dutch elm beetle’s invasions, 
tree by tree, street by street, town by town. Yet to us, the elms represent all 
losses, all plagues.  

Of course there is another perspective. Wapasha III and his band of 
Dakota were annoyed in 1851 when the new settlers planted trees around 
their already ridiculously tall houses. Why spoil a hunting paradise, where 
the antelope and buffalo were visible above the prairie grasses, with 
obstructions? Next, Wenonah. The town’s tribute to her is bronze, but does 
a photograph exist of the statue before it was blue-green?  Ah, what we 
wouldn’t give for a pencil sketch of the real, despairing girl. As for her story, 
a few problems have surfaced. Another town, Maiden Rock, Wisconsin, 
lays claim to the same girl. We feel the weight of their claim, if only because 
the citizens of Maiden Rock have more faithfully preserved and restored 
their old buildings than Winona has.  

 Worse, early Winona resident Lafayette Bunnell wrote this: “Ask no 
Indian or old trader to verify the tale or you will be told another not quite so 
romantic.” Mark Twain goes further. In Life on the Mississippi, he quotes 
at length an elderly gentleman familiar with the Winona area since the first 
Europeans had arrived. He boarded the riverboat as it approached Winona 
and took to treading the boards as raconteur. But the gentleman was at the 
mercy of Twain, who extracted from him the story of the same girl from 
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Wabasha’s tribe in such a way that she jumps from the bluff and lands on 
top of her parents on the rocks below, vengefully killing both, and then runs 
off with her lover before the coroner can catch her and, yes, lives happily 
ever after. Just in case a naïve reader might work up credence in the tale, 
Twain unmasks the gentleman as an employee of the nascent tourism 
industry. Twain does accede that a tiresome number of Indian girls jumped 
to storied deaths all up and down the Mississippi. 

What is true is that suicide among Dakota girls with unwanted marriage 
destinies was fairly common, though usually accomplished by hanging 
themselves from trees. Could it have happened that, as Wenonah dropped 
down from a high branch, the braided vine jerked her up short? 

Even the name can be cheapened. In the Dakota language, Wenonah 
was the stand-in given to all first daughters until a more particular name 
suggested itself. A couple of dozen towns in our country share it, with 
variant spellings. 

Our memory, Linda’s and mine, is by now discredited, as we are 
hopelessly given to romanticizing. Uncle, we say; we will soon submit to 
plain daylight. One thing is gained: the tendency exposes to us the pull of 
our hearts toward a better place that never was here. We read a symmetry 
between that backward longing and the forward one that is further 
developed with each disappointment life delivers.  

A final reality check, on Linda’s walk to school: Chief Wapasha III was 
right about the trees obstructing the view, and it was still true in the mid-
twentieth century. The town did not lay itself out before her as she crossed 
the lake on the man-made dike. In fact, if we are to be really honest about 
this, what Linda saw over the dike’s small parapet where the water ran 
through was a man a few feet below. There he stood with his pants open, 
ready to bring her up short with an erection prepared for her viewing as he 
watched her approach. This she means to paint over, but repeated sights 
make stubborn memories, resistant to the gentle cure of revision. 

 
In 1970 my parents took our family to a play without a title premiering at 
the new Tyrone Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis. It was by Aleksander 
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Solzhenitsyn and was later published in English as The Love-Girl and the 
Innocent. Structured around the suffering of several characters in a Siberian 
prison camp, the performance was merciless and built from scene to scene. 
The loudspeaker that ordered the prisoners around on stage barked at the 
audience when it was intermission. In silence we filed out to the lobby. I 
glimpsed the frozen night sky when someone opened a door, and I held the 
tiny stars in my mind until the loudspeaker ordered us back to our seats. 
Deaths occurred. Lovers were separated. I began to shake and my face 
dripped through Act Four, through the walk across the snow-crunchy 
parking lot, through the long drive to our hotel. I hid behind the screen of 
my hair, mourning over the discovery that I belonged to a species capable 
of cruelty beyond imagining. How had I not known this? No wonder I had 
abandoned the kissing boy to our jury of hyenas.  

Linda now lives in Northfield, Minnesota, which appears to be doing 
much better than Winona. She creates images of the pasts and futures of 
lands we occupy. I live in a metroplex in Texas whose landscape does not 
speak to me of a better place. It is not so featureless as the Fargo of my 
selective memory, but the structures of civilization have quieted its voice. 

It is January, and we drive down from Northfield, glad the roads are clear, 
though the land is thickly white. I approach our village with a touch of 
jealousy for the life-long Winonans whose days are filled with retrieval cues 
that awaken hundreds of memories I would share with them, if only I had 
those cues.  

Garvin Heights, the bluff-top overlook, is our starting point. The water-
channeled valley below is virgin white, furred over with bare trees where 
islands surface, the whole embraced by the sumptuous snowy bluffs 
stretching up and down both sides of the Mississippi. We expected the 
beauty, and also are startled by it. Our eyes are drawn to the interstate 
bridge. On the Minnesota stamp it looks harmless enough. But it is the 
referent in the ubiquitous imperative of our childhood, “Go jump off the 
bridge.”   

We have only just arrived, and already we are thinking of suicide. Down 
in the flat town, we see the red roof of my old house, and the public rose 
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garden in front of it, dormant now. We are too high above to make out the 
limestone birdbath we placed there in honor of the friend who took her life 
one tenth of March and set the coming spring askew. 

We descend to the piece of ground the Dakota called Wapasha’s 
Prairie. Adequate trees replace the elms. Our houses, schools, the graves of 
our elders are just where they should be; we kick away the snow to read the 
nameplates. Passing our churches, we remember how the mildest 
Protestantism seemed sufficient for the needs of this place. In October 
1960, when the elms would be yellow, Flannery O’Connor came here to 
speak at the College of St. Teresa and hit it off with the local nuns. But our 
people didn’t notice.  

Wenonah’s statue has been moved from its park, and Linda has 
difficulty excluding parked cars as she frames a shot of me with the Maiden. 
We want to pay her homage for her suffering but, for ourselves, have 
chosen the path of life and fiercely love our loved ones.  

Linda takes me across the bridge to a smaller island where boathouses 
are tucked back in the sloughs, all closed up for winter. She points out the 
bluish corrugated steel one where her family kept their motor boat. Her 
mother tied something over her hair as her father jammed the motor to full 
throttle. Churning behind the boat, the water foamed like beer. Linda’s 
memory smells dinner cooked outside the boathouse later and shared with 
other families, all in accord, her parents next to each other on the bench of 
a picnic table.  

Willfully, her memory insists that everyone was at peace. Mine wants 
the bottle shards to be wildly green. Reality is no more fixed than water, and 
we are pulled backward to something we believed in, a true beauty, a good 
truth, something we saw with our eyes while they were new. We want our 
existence to be more than it was, or is.  

We have crossed the town and stand on the banks of the main channel. 
From here we look up at the bluffs encircling our land with the 
topographical equivalent of affection and suggesting that the love Wenonah 
sought exists somewhere, or else the world would be more silent. At our 
feet lies the massive whiteness of snow over ice over water.  
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Something is waked up in us. We glance at each other; we both know it. 
Under its double cover, unseen and unheard, the river hurtles toward the 
Gulf of Mexico as relentlessly as in summer, and its pull affects us as much 
now as in childhood. The silence itself, or the wind, hums a resonance with 
the desires and certainties that lodged in us as we navigated the mixed 
sloughs of loveliness and grief in this place. Resisting the natural, onward 
progression of our days, we have struggled back and back with the promises 
of memory, and the distortions, and its dreadful confessions. Now, what we 
remember slinks away, overcome by the irresistible movement at our feet 
carrying us into the days that await us.  

The bare longing will not slink away. It will have its say and will demand 
its many satisfactions: we want pure light that doesn’t burn, we want wings, 
we want an undimmed love, we want to flow toward an eternity that is 
longer than an eternity of trees, longer even than an eternity of water and 
land.  

But we will wait until we are fetched into it through the thin scrim that 
barely hides it from us now. 

 
©Copyright 2010 Robin Underdahl 
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